Dispensa Larder 					

The next level of storage for your kitchen

Kesseböhmer has over 50 years of manufacturing
experience and are Europe's largest manufacturer of
larder units. Their production facility, located in Germany,
is over 1,000,000 square feet and is managed by the
current generation of the founding family.
Kesseböhmer products can be found in all leading kitchen
companies as their name stands for innovative solutions.
They combine design, function and quality in all of their
storage solutions, benefiting you while adding value to
your kitchen. The quality and design of their products add
to the life of the kitchen and, by offering a wide variety of
storage solutions, adapts your kitchen to your lifestyle.
Kesseböhmer design has you, the kitchen user in mind.
As a result you can adjust and customise your choice of
accessories. From the style of baskets to the height of
shelves within a larder. This offers you control over the
storage in the kitchen and allows for flexibility as your
needs change over time.
The Dispensa Larder is just one example of the clever and
flexible storage solutions designed by Kesseböhmer. It
uses all of the space available within a cabinet and allows
a clear view of contents. The choice of basket finishes
from classic to contemporary allows you to combine
function and design in your kitchen.

Market leading storage
Dispensa Larder is designed to make the most of the
space within the cabinet. All of the baskets that are
used with Dispensa Larder have three sides. By
allowing the cabinet door to act as the fourth side,
extra space is gained at every level of the unit.
Dispensa Larder uses a running system which can
carry up to 120kg of weight. When you open the
Dispensa Larder, the runner extends smoothly and
allows you to see the entire contents of the cabinet.
This offers you quick and easy access and eliminates
those times spent searching for items 'at the back' of
a cabinet.
Storage needs can change over time therefore fast
and easy adjustment is a must. The Dispensa Larder
baskets are all height adjustable. Just lift the basket,
reposition it at the height you need and then hook
it onto the frame. Simple and fast adjustment of the
basket positions allows you to customise the Dispensa
Larder to your unique needs.

Clever connection points mean the full width of the
basket is available for storage.

Proven Quality
The Dispensa Larder unit runs on a unique runner
system that is designed to carry up to 120kg weight.
The Dispensa Larder unit has been independently
tested by LGA in Germany and has been shown to
perform to 60,000 openings and closings when fully
loaded.

Silent Performance
The Dispensa range of larders are supplied with Soft
Stopp Plus which is a high performance soft closing
system. Soft Stopp Plus offers silent, effortless
closing, reducing the noise levels in the kitchen.

Award Winning Design
The Dispensa Larder was also awarded the
Interzum award. The award is given for high quality
both in the product design and the materials used.
Any product which is given this award must show
innovation that is easily seen by the user.

The choice of basket finish
The Kesseböhmer Dispensa Larder is available with a choice of five
different basket designs in three different widths.
All Dispensa Larder baskets are manufactured from high
quality steel with a choice of solid timber or traditional wire bases.
Baskets with solid bases have the advantage of better storage for
small items and any spills are easily cleaned.
Designed by Kesseböhmer, the latest innovation is the special
Anti Slip coating which is applied to solid base baskets.
This unique coating prevents all groceries from slipping and
sliding when the Dispensa Larder is in motion.

ARENA Style with Anti Slip
Kesseböhmer's latest basket design is the ARENA Style.
Polished chrome flat bands
surround a solid grey base.
The polished finish of the
chrome is accented by the
muted solid grey, and the
sleek design follows the very
latest design trends.
The addition of the Anti Slip
coating ensures absolutely
secure storage, even in the most robust of environments.

Further basket choices
The Kesseböhmer Dispensa Larder is also available with the following basket types
Chrome: High quality steel with superior strength in a polished chrome finish.
Comfort Line: Twin steel rails in soft matt finish which surround a solid grey base.
Soft Aluminum: High quality steel with superior strenght in a soft matt finish.
Arena: Twin steel rails in polished chrome finish which surround a solid grey finish.

Chrome

Soft Aluminium

Comfort Line

Arena

Touch Control
Touch Control allows you to open the Dispensa Larder
with a gentle tap. Just a small tap drives a trigger
extending the Dispensa larder runner, allowing you full
access to your cabinet with minimum effort.
With Touch Control, door handles are not necessary
which gives a contemporay design to the finished
kitchen.

The Range
Tall Larder Unit (1900 -2300 mm Internal Cabinet Height) 120kg Weight Capacity, Soft Stopp Plus
Basket Type

ARENA Style Anti Slip
ARENA
Chrome
Comfort Line
Soft Aluminium

300 mm Wide Cabinet

400 mm Wide Cabinet

500 mm Wide Cabinet

600 mm Wide Cabinet

5 Baskets
5 Baskets
5 Baskets
5 Baskets
5 Baskets

5 Baskets
5 Baskets
5 Baskets
5 Baskets
5 Baskets

5 Baskets
5 Baskets
5 Baskets
5 Baskets
5 Baskets

5 Baskets

Studio Larder Unit (1200 -1600 mm Internal Cabinet Height) 120kg Weight Capacity, Soft Stopp Plus
Basket Type

ARENA Style Anti Slip
ARENA
Chrome
Comfort Line
Soft Aluminium

300 mm Wide Cabinet

400 mm Wide Cabinet

500 mm Wide Cabinet

4 Baskets
4 Baskets
4 Baskets
4 Baskets
4 Baskets

4 Baskets
4 Baskets
4 Baskets
4 Baskets
4 Baskets

4 Baskets
4 Baskets
4 Baskets
4 Baskets
4 Baskets

600 mm Wide Cabinet

Further Products from Kesseböhmer

150 Pullouts

Base Larders

Corner Units

www.fff.ie

Tall Units

Carousels

